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The existence of sidebands at 6nr in MAS spectra due to the We begin by briefly recalling the basis of the theory de
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radial component of the RF field at the edges of the coil is
described theoretically and illustrated experimentally. The height
of the radial-field sidebands does not depend on the spinning
speed and may contribute significantly to the intensity of 21
spinning sideband of MAS modulated internal interactions for a
sample placed in a rotor of length exceeding the solenoid coil or a
small volume sample placed at the edge of the coil. © 2001 Academic

ress
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of a shift of the NMR resonance freque
induced by sample spinning when the RF field is radial
been described theoretically and illustrated experimentally
previous article (1) (henceforth I). The main emphasis of t
previous work considered the case when the RF field amp
was constant, resulting in a single frequency shift equal t
spinning frequency. This paper did note the spinning sideb
generation when this amplitude is not constant, such
magic-angle spinning. This was very schematic, incomp
and not entirely correct. However, the experimental obse
tion of a similar effect, with certain characteristics in appa
contradiction with the suggestion of (I), has prompted u
perform a more thorough theoretical analysis of this case

The aim of this article is threefold. First, any new effe
suggested by either theory or experiment, is worthy of in
tigation. Second, the use of MAS is so widespread tha
observation of experimental features for which no clean
scription is available in the literature is likely to be puzzling
worse, misleading. Last but not least, the analysis of spin
sideband (ssb) manifolds resulting from rotation-induced
herent modulation of internal interactions such as chem
shift anisotropy and dipolar and quadrupolar interaction
now routinely exploited to extract the structural and motio
information through the principal values of corresponding
sors and their mutual orientations (2). When exploiting thi
information from the ssb manifold it is therefore importan
be aware of possible experimental and instrumental art
affecting the intensity of individual spinning sidebands rela
to the internal interactions.
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oped in (I). This is followed with an analysis of the radial-fi
effect when spinning around the magic-angle axis and th
illustrated with the experimental results.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND BASIC EQUATIONS

The starting point of the theory in (I) is the reciproc
principle (1, 3, 4): the emf induced in a coil by a magnetizat
distributionm(r ) is equal to

V 5 2
d

dt E B1~r ! z m~r !d3r , [1]

whereB1(r ) is the field produced at pointr by a current of un
intensity in the coil. In NMR, the fieldB1 and the magnetiz-
tion m are limited to their part perpendicular to the direc
Oz of the external steady magnetic fieldB0, and the magnet-
zation is precessing at the Larmor frequencyv0. It is conve-

ient to use semi-polar coordinates and to express all vect
he xy plane in the form of complex numbers, i.e.,

HB1~r, z, u ! 3 B1~r, z, u !
m~r, z, u ! 3 m~r, z, u !, [2]

whence

B1 z m 5 1
2 ~B1m* 1 B*1m! 5 Re~B*1m!. [3]

ollowing the usage in NMR, we keep the magnetization in
orm of a complex numberm, and we use

B1 z m 5 B*1m. [4]

Neglecting relaxation, for a static sample the evolution of
magnetization following a RF pulse is

m~r, z, u; t! 5 m~r, z, u; 0!exp~iv0t!. [5]

t is initially locally normal to the pulse RF field, that
1090-7807/01 $35.00
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imaginary. The case essentially studied in (I) is that when the
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136 TEKELY AND GOLDMAN
coil axis is parallel to Oz, in which case the amplitudes of b
B1 andm are constant and radial. They are written

HB1~r, z, u ! 5 b1~r, z!exp~iu !
m~r, z, u; 0! 5 ia~r, z!exp~iu !. [6]

or such a static sample, the emf takes the form

V 5 2pv0exp~iv0t! EE rdr dz b*1~r, z!a~r, z!. [7]

n the case when the sample is rotating at frequencyV, the
ample element located at position (r, z, u ) at time t is that

which was initially at position [r, z, (u 2 Vt)], that is,

m~r, z, u; t! 5 m@r, z, ~u 2 Vt!; 0#exp~iv0t!

5 ia~r, z!exp@i ~u 2 Vt!#exp~iv0t!, [8]

and one obtains in place of Eq. [7]

V 5 2pv0exp@i ~v0 2 V!t# EE rdr dz b*1~r, z!a~r, z!,

[9]

that is a frequency shift algebraically equal to2V and a signa
amplitude independent of the spinning frequency. This is
basic result of article (I).

Magic-Angle Spinning

MAS consists of using a sample spinning around an
oriented in a direction OZ forming the “magic” angleb 5

rccos(1/=3) with the direction Oz of the external field. As
eneral rule, the coil is axially symmetric around the axis
Fig. 1a). The RF field it produces is aligned with this axis

rule, except near the edges of the coil, where it acqui
adial component. In the system of axes OXYZ associated
he coil, the coordinates of a given point can be express
ylindrical coordinates Z,r, u with X 5 r cosu andY 5 r sin

u. Due to the symmetry of the coil around the axis OZ, fo
points of equal componentsZ andr, the amplitude of the radi
component is independent of the polar angleu in theXY plane
perpendicular to the spinning axis OZ. However, it is only
component of the RF field in thexy plane normal to th
external field direction Oz which is able to induce transitio
that is which is active for rotating the spins during a pulse
also for representing the “unit current” to be used in
reciprocity theorem. We must therefore consider only the
jection of the RF field on that plane. This is schematic
shown in Fig. 1b with the superposition of two planes.
solid circle represents the constant amplitude of the radial
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component in the planeXYas a function of the angleu and the
dashed ellipse represents its projection in the planexy: it has

o longer a constant amplitude as a function of the polar a
u. For a purely radial RF field this has a double conseque
First, during the pulse prior to the observation of the FID,
anglea by which the spins are tilted will depend on the po
angleu, so that the initial magnetization, proportional to sina,
will also depend onu. Second, the amplitudeb1 entering the
expression of the emf depends also on that angleu. Therefore
Eq. [6] is now to be replaced by

HB1~r, Z, u ! 5 b1~r, Z, u !exp~iu !
m~r, Z, u ! 5 ia~r, Z, u !exp~iu !, [10]

whereb1 anda are real: it is their amplitude which chang
not their orientation. In the case when the RF field ha
component of constant orientation along OZ, its projec
normal to the main field axis Oz is along the axis Oy. We t
in turn the case when the RF field is purely radial and the
general case when the component of constant orientation
not vanish.

(a) Purely radial RF field. As above, we “isolate” a rin
of constantZ and r. For this ring, the RF field componen
normal to Oz are easily derived from Fig. 1:

FIG. 1. The frames of reference used in the text. (a) The lab framexyz is
related to the rotor frameXYZ. Near the coil edges, the RF field has ra
components with respect to OZ. (b) The radial component of the RF field
planeXY (solid circle) and its projection in the planexy (dashed ellipse). A
an illustration for a given angleu in the XY plane, the radial field and i
projection correspond to the solid and dashed arrows, respectively.
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137RADIAL-FIELD SIDEBANDS IN MAS
HB1y 5 b cosb sin u 5 b sin u/Î3, [11]

whereb is related to the amplitudeb1 by

b1 5 bÎcos2u 1 sin2u/3. [12]

The complex notation for the field then reads

B1~u ! 5 b@ p exp~iu ! 1 q exp~2iu !#;

p 5 1
2 ~1 1 1/Î3!; q 5 1

2 ~1 2 1/Î3!. [13]

The initial transverse magnetization is proportional to
ine of the local pulse angle (and locally in quadrature with
F field), and, to within a constant, it is equal to

m~u ! 5
sin@lb1~u !#

b1~u !
3 @ p exp~iu ! 1 q exp~2iu !#,

[14]

wherelb1(u ) is the local pulse angle. Since during the pu
the RF field, although very different fromb1(u ), is propor-
tional to it, l is a constant proportional to the pulse durat
As for

@ p exp~iu ! 1 q exp~2iu !#/b1~u !,

it describes a vector parallel toB1(u ) and of modulus 1/b
ndependent ofu.

The contribution of the ring to the emf is of the form

dV 5 v0exp~iv0t!rdr dzE
0

2p

B*1~u !m~u 2 Vt!du.

[15]

This form is adequate for small pulse angles, for wh
sin(lb1)/b1 reduces tol. For an arbitrary pulse angle, it prov
much more convenient to use an equivalent expression,

dV 5 v0exp~iv0t!rdr dzE
0

2p

B*1~u 1 Vt!m~u !du.

[16]

With the help of Eqs. [13] and [14], we obtain

dV 5 v0exp~iv0t!rdr dz

3 $A~2V!exp~2iVt! 1 A~V!exp~iVt!% [17]
e
e

e

.

h

A~2V! 5 E
0

2p

z~u !~ p2 1 pq exp~22iu !!du

A~V! 5 E
0

2p

z~u !~q2 1 pq exp~2iu !!du

z~u ! 5 sin~lb1!/b1. [18]

In the linear limit, whenlb1 ! 1, the factorz(u) reduces to th
u-independent valuel, so that the integrals of the exponen
factors vanish, and the sideband amplitudes reduce to

A~2V! 5 2plp2; A~V! 5 2plq2 [19]

and their ratio is then

A~2V!/A~V! 5 p2/q2 < 14, [20]

a result which corrects that given in article (I).
It can be shown in full generality that the amplitudes

real. Indeed, the imaginary part ofA(V) equals

Im@A~V!# 5 E
0

2p

~sin~lb1!/b1!~ pq sin~2u !!du

5 2pq E
0

2p sin~lbÎ1 2 2 sin2u/3!

bÎ1 2 2 sin2u/3

3 sin u cosudu, [21]

which can be decomposed into an integral from2p/2 to p/2
plus one fromp/2 to 3p/2. Writing sin u 5 u, we have co
udu 5 du and

Im@A~V!# 5 E
21

11

f~u!du 1 E
11

21

f~u!du 5 0. [22]

he same result is obtained forA(2V).
In order to compare the phase of sidebands with that o

ormal, unshifted signal, we may remark that the latter, o
nating from the constant orientation of the RF field, co
ponds to the absence of a dependence on the phase au,
nd it gives rise to a real coefficient of exp(iv 0t) for the em

it produces. As a consequence, if the Fourier transform o
FID is phased so as to display the normal unshifted sign
absorption, then the sidebands are also in pure absorptio
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138 TEKELY AND GOLDMAN
constant orientation along the axis Oy. In place of Eq. [11]
field components are written under the form

HB1x 5 b cosu

B1y 5 b~sin u/Î3 1 d!, [23]

where the constant-orientation component is equal tobd, so
hat d is a dimensionless parameter. This results in a s
implification of the next equation. The amplitudeb1 is now

equal to

b1 5 bÎcos2u 1 ~sin u/Î3 1 d! 2, [24]

from which we obtain the expression forB*1(u 1 Vt):

B*1~u 1 Vt! 5 b$ p exp@2i ~u 1 Vt!#

1 q exp@i ~u 1 Vt!# 2 id/ 2%, [25]

which yields for the sidebands an expression of the same
as Eq. [17], with

A~2V! 5 E
0

2pp

z~u !~ p2 1 pq exp~22iu !

1 1
2 idp exp~2iu !!du

A~V! 5 E
0

2p

z~u !~q2 1 pq exp~2iu !

1 1
2 idq exp~iu !!du, [26]

wherez(u) has the same form as in Eq. [18], withb1 given by
Eq. [24].

As for the case of a purely radial field, these amplitudes
real, that is they correspond to absorption signals when
central signal is in absorption. It is sufficient to prove it
say,A(V). We have

Im@A~V!# 5 E
0

2p

z~u !~ pq sin~2u ! 1 1
2 qd cosu !du

5 q E
0

2p sin~lbÎ1 2 sin2u 1 ~sin u/Î3 1 d! 2!

bÎ1 2 sin2u 1 ~sin u/Î3 1 d! 2

3 ~2p sin u 1 d!cosudu [27]

nd, by writing sinu 5 u, we obtain an expression of the sa
form as Eq. [22], which proves the statement.
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be made in connection with the above theory.

(1) In all cases, the amplitudes of the sidebands are
dicted to be independent of the spinning frequency, in c
plete contrast with the sidebands originating from a modula
of the anisotropic interactions like chemical shifts or qua
pole couplings. This provides a decisive test as to the orig
the observed sidebands.

(2) The form ofm } lb1 is a complicated function ofu (see
Eqs. [12] and [24]), whose Fourier transform contains m
harmonics. This is to be contrasted with the simplicity of
form of B1(u ) (Eqs. [13] and [23]). Indeed, except in the lim
of very small pulse angles, the form [16] is much easier to
than [15], since it shifts the dependence onVt from m to B1.
This makes it immediately visible that there are only
sidebands, at1V and2V.

(3) From a practical point of view, the radial-field and
constant-orientation amplitudes vary continuously within
sample, and the observed sidebands correspond to an in
of Eqs. [26] over a continuum of values ofb, d, andl, whose
weights would require an elaborate computation. We did
attempt such a computation in the experiments to be desc
The case of a loosely packed powder sample is even
complicated, since the powder may move toward the ext
part of the sample tube under the effect of the centrifugal f
during sample spinning, so that the exact sample distribut
not known with accuracy. The most important qualitative
ture of the theory is that the relative amplitudes of the
sidebands depend in a complicated fashion on the coi
sample geometries and on the pulse length. It may be note
the effect described in this article is not the only sourc
parasitic sidebands. Indeed, it was noticed very early th
liquids the inhomogeneity of intensity of either the main fi
B0 or the radiofrequency fieldB1 is responsible for sideban
in the spinning samples used for producing a line narro
(5–7), an observation extended to the case when the orien

f the RF field is position-dependent (8). Similar and mor
omplex effects were also detected and analyzed in r
esonance recoupling experiments (9).

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS

The presence of radial-field sidebands may be easily
served in high-resolution MAS spectra with narrow reson
signals on a standard probe using a sample in a rotor of l
exceeding the solenoid coil. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, wh
shows three standard cross-polarization MAS spectra of
mantane recorded at three different spinning frequen
These spectra clearly show the presence of6nr sidebands an
the absence of any second- or higher-order sidebands.
features cannot be related to a residual chemical shift a
ropy of adamantane molecules which, at room tempera
rotate nearly isotropically. Clearly, no second-rank tenso
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139RADIAL-FIELD SIDEBANDS IN MAS
teraction could be responsible for the appearance of6nr side-
bands. Indeed, according to the theoretical treatment pres
above, the observed6nr sidebands have to be produced by
radial part of the RF field at the edges of the solenoid coi
check this hypothesis, we have compared the spectra o
mantane for a loosely packed sample with those recorded
small volume sample placed at different heights in the r
Figure 3 shows such spectra at two spinning speeds. Com
with spectra recorded for the loosely packed sample, p
cally a complete disappearing and dramatic increase of th21
sideband is observed for a 3-mm slice of adamantane plac
the central part and at the bottom of the rotor, respecti
This proves that the radial component of the RF fiel
responsible for the presence of the observed61 sidebands. Th
similar effect of a huge increase of the intensity of radial-fi
induced sidebands can be observed for a sample placed
top of the rotor, the single pulse spectra instead of c
polarization transfer showing the same characteristics.

FIG. 2. Radial-field sidebands in the13C CP/MAS spectra of adamant
robe. A sample is contained in theF7-mm rotor with length of 18 mm la
isualization, each spectrum is presented with a 16-fold increase of the
ted
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these “edge” positions of the sample, the ratio of intensit
sidebandsI (21)/I (11) at spinning frequency of 1 kHz is close
12, which is in good agreement with the theoretical ratio (
supra).

As expected, besides a largely dominating21 sideband
another unusual feature of radial-field sidebands is their
stant amplitude at different spinning speeds. This fact ca
observed for small volume samples placed at the edge o
and tightly packed to avoid the displacement of powde
higher spinning speeds. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, wh
shows a series of standard one-pulse spectra of benzen
vated C60 with approximately constant intensity at higher sp-
ning speeds of the21 “purely radial-field” sideband of the C60

signal. Due to the fact that no second-rank tensor govern
radial-field sidebands, they may also manifest thems
when using the techniques of suppression of spinning
bands. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5, the TOSS pulse seque
able to suppress efficiently the ssb resulting from the M

recorded at three different spinning frequencies by using a standard
y exceeding the solenoid coil (seven turns,F, and length of 9 mm). For bett
plitude.
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140 TEKELY AND GOLDMAN
modulated chemical shift anisotropy of benzene molecule
is completely ineffective in suppression of the purely rad
field sidebands of C60 which now appear with arbitrary phas
The radial-field effect may also be the reason for the pres
of the residual21 sideband of benzene in the TOSS spect

FIG. 3. Comparison of the radial-field sideband intensities in the stan1

and 2 kHz (top) for a (left) 3-mm slice of sample placed in the central pa
of the rotor. A standard 7-mm CP/MAS Bruker probe has been used (fo
of the isotropic CH2 signal (the intensity of21 radial-field induced sideban
peaks).

FIG. 4. Effect of the “purely radial-field”21 sideband of C60 signal in th
at the edge of coil and recorded at different spinning frequencies.
ut
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes theoretically and illustrates experi
tally a contribution to sidebands intensities in solid-state M
spectra arising from magnetization excited by the radial c

dCP/MAS spectra of adamantane recorded at spinning frequencies of 1 (b
f the rotor; (middle) whole rotor; (right) 3-mm slice of sample placed at tottom
chnical details see Fig. 2). Each spectrum is presented with the samety
for middle and the right-hand spectra is, respectively, 3 and 17% of th

ne-pulse13C spectra of benzene-solvated C60 for a small volume sample plac
dar3C
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141RADIAL-FIELD SIDEBANDS IN MAS
ponent of the RF field at the edges of the coil. We have sh
that, for a sample placed in a rotor of length exceeding
solenoid coil or for a small volume sample placed at the
of the coil, the radial-field effect may contribute significantly
the intensity of the21 spinning sideband of rotor-modula
nternal interaction. This may lead to errors in the analys
sb manifolds when extracting the structural and moti
nformation through the principal values of corresponding

FIG. 5. 13C CP/MAS spectra of benzene-solvated C60 for a small volume
sample placed at the edge of coil and recorded at spinning frequency
kHz without (bottom) and with (top) suppression of CSA spinning sideb
by the TOSS method. In this compound the anisotropic rotation dominat
motion of benzene molecules leading to a pronounced chemical shift a
ropy at room temperature (10). For the purpose of comparison, both spe
have been shown with the same height of the isotropic peak of benz
128.5 ppm.
n
e
e

f
al
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ay also manifest themselves when using the techniqu
uppression of spinning sidebands. In general, the effe
adial-field sidebands will be attenuated in the rare spin sp
equiring a high-power proton decoupling due to the broa
ng of the resonance signals under lower RF decoupling fie
he edges of the coil. As demonstrated above, things wou
ifferent in the presence of small dipolar interactions enc

ered in highly mobile or magnetically dilute systems as we
n most inorganic solids.
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